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Flash build an XMLdriven 3D carousel
Bring some carnival fun to your website’s navigation system using the power of
XML. Faisal Ramadan, senior flash developer for ROKKAN, shows you how
Knowledge needed Flash CS3, ActionScript 3.0, object oriented programming
Requires Flash CS3
Project time 1 hour
This navigational concept never seems to get old for clients or
developers. The idea has been toyed with since ActionScript 1.0 hit
the scene and even before then.
Think back to when you first found yourself in an amusement park
wondering which horse you were going to jump on as soon as you met the
height requirement. That was then and this is now, and the carousel serves a
much bigger purpose in Flash development than 40 seconds of carnival fun.
Here we’ll show you how to build an XML-driven merry-go-round and how
to get the most out of modularity by thinking small. Once you’ve built your
first carousel, there’s no reason to reinvent the wheel every time. This tutorial
will serve as a template to maintaining your carousel and also as a building
block to getting your carousel where you want it to be. We’ll use a simple
example that harnesses the power to create practically any 3D carousel.

Customisation through XML
Locate the tut_flash folder on this issue’s CD. Copy the folder over onto your
hard disc. Open CarouselExample.swf using Flash Player 9.
You’ll notice a selection of generic soda cans have been used for this
example. Round and round they go, at a fixed speed, before you hover your
cursor over them. Once you interact, they rotate in a 3D fashion, revealing
more cans. The further away you get from the centre of the carousel, the
faster they rotate.
Launch CarouselExample.fla in Flash CS3. You’ll notice there’s absolutely
nothing on the stage: no library symbols to turn to and no actions in frame 1.
However, you’ll notice in the properties panel that a document class is set –
CarouselExample – which is really pointing to CarouselExample.as located in
the same folder as the FLA. So you’ve opened CarouselExample.as and what
few lines you see may or may not seem complicated.

What you’ll build We’ll customise a 3D carousel using XML, then delve further into
the code with hopes of using the supplied code classes as building blocks for bigger ideas
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Expert tip ENTER_FRAME is the devil
To keep our carousel moving, we add an ENTER_FRAME event listener.
However, this event type is also one of the biggest reasons for component
slowdowns and site lags. Remember to removeEventListener when you
no longer need it. Let’s say you’ve add a CLICK event to every carousel
item, which hopefully hides the carousel and displays a new section of
some sort. Good practice should be to first removeEventListener and then
to re-add it just before you alpha tween the carousel back to life.

Now let’s customise this carousel and get it going! Open carousel_data.
xml. You should see:
<carousel_xml number_of_items_to_display=”5” start_speed=”5” speed_
rate=”1” x_radius=”300” y_radius=”50” x_offset=”120” y_offset=”210” 
pov=”180”>
Before a single line of ActionScript is written for a component, there should be
a general idea of what can be left outside of ActionScript and the FLA. We’re
building a carousel and want it to be dynamic. We want to have XML-driven
variables and assets that can control the look and feel of our carousel.
Carousels differ in their assets. So we know we want the ability to swap
out items as we please from the carousel. Carousels can also move at different
speeds, so including an initial startup speed, start_speed, is a good idea. We
may want an acceleration variable, speed_rate, for when the cursor hovers
over the carousel.
Carousels come in different sizes. Here we’ll need to be able to control the
radius in terms of x, x_radius and y, y_radius.
You may wonder why we wouldn’t want to hardcode these variables in
ActionScript. We’re thinking long term here. A few other variables that would
be good to add in the XML file are offsets for x, x_offset and y, y_offset to
readjust the overall positioning.
Lastly, I’ve added a pov variable so that when combined with radius and
offset values, we can alter the overall view of the carousel. Let’s change x_
radius from 300 to 100. Save the xml file.
Reopen CarouselExample.swf. Our carousel seems to be confined to a
smaller circular shape. Our radius is now 100 points from the centre, which
means our overall diameter is 200. This is obviously a lot less when compared
to the diameter being 600 points when our radius started at 300.
Now let’s give our x_radius more room. Change it from 100 to 500 and y_
radius from 50 to 15. While we’re at it, let’s change the start_speed to 55 and
the speed_rate to 3. Save the xml file. Launch CarouselExample.swf.
Before you interact with the swf, you’ll notice it moving at a much
faster startup speed. Not blindingly fast, but noticeably different.
You’ll also notice that when we changed our y_radius from 50 to 15, it
thinned our carousel in terms of depth. Even though this is a 3D carousel, it
isn’t real 3D. There is no z-axis. Imagine if you have an x/y plane drawn on
paper, where x is the horizontal line and y is our vertical line. This x/y plane is
the centre of our carousel.
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Radius reduced When we change the x_radius from 300 to 100, our carousel
seems to be confined to a smaller circular shape

Now you’re tired of soda cans. So am I. Let’s add a soda bottle from the
images folder. Ensure that bottle_1.png is located the images folder. In
carousel_data.xml, add the following line after the fifth item element:

Sense of perspective Remember that this isn’t real 3D. There’s no z-axis, and when
we change our y_radius from 50 to 15, it thins our carousel in terms of depth

FlexibleCarousel Class

<item url=”images/bottle_1.png”></item>

Open FlexibleCarousel.as. Notice the private property declarations from lines
18 to 28. This should look familiar. This is where we’ll store the XML variables
discussed earlier, since it only makes sense that our component class would
need this to function. Take a look at the constructor (lines 34-38):

Also, to give our carousel more depth, let’s change y_radius to 75. Save the
file. Run CarouselExample.swf again. If you don’t see any bottles but still only
see cans, this is because the number_of_items_to_display in the XML file is
still set to 5. Change this number to 6 to include all items in your item list.
Save and relaunch the swf. You should see the image at the top of page 82.

public function FlexibleCarousel(total_items:Number):void {
item_load_count = 0;
total_to_display = total_items;
all_items = new Array();
};

The curtain goes up

To instantiate FlexibleCarousel, we make the commitment that at a bare
minimum the object will need to know how many items make up a carousel.
item_load_count is set to 0, since we need a counter to keep track of our
sequential load process and want to start at the first element. We instantiate
all_items so that we can store our CarouselItems objects as we create them –

We’ve demonstrated how modifying a few variables through XML can give
your carousel new life. Let’s think in Objects. Let’s ‘think small’.
What makes up a carousel? Well, for starters, there have to be carousel
items. The first class we’ll visit is CarouselItem.as.Locate and open in Flash CS3
the file inside the folder structure com > netmag > carousels. The first thing
you’ll notice after you gloss over the import statements is that there are only
three private properties a CarouselItem will hold (lines 24-26):
private var _position:Number;
private var _image_loader:Loader;
private var _asset:URLRequest;
Each CarouselItem is in charge of loading its own image asset and will be
handled by _image_loader. The CarouselItem constructor takes a string as a
parameter, which in theory will be the image path immediately converted to a
URLReqest and stored in _asset.
The most important variable to note here is _position. We want each
CarouselItem to be aware of where its place is in the carousel. This comes in
handy down the line when you need to add filter effects to carousel items
based on their position when in motion (lines 40-44).
public function loadImage():void {
_image_loader = new Loader();
addListeners();
_image_loader.load(_asset);
};

Public method
CarouselItem has one public method, loadImage(). The reason this is a public
function and not code executed in the constructor is so we can control when
the image load begins. To ensure that all carousel items complete their load
without a hitch, we enforce a sequential load process, which is handled by
whichever object will instantiate CarouselItem.
For a sequential load to be effective, each CarouselItem must notify
when the load request completes. On line 72, there is a custom event,
ImageLoadedEvent, being dispatched to notify the listener that the
asset representing a single carousel item has successfully loaded. This is
CarouselItem’s main goal.

Once you’ve built your first
carousel, there’s no reason to
reinvent the wheel every time
this way, we can manipulate them as an iterative collection of data. Now let’s
take a look at public function createItem (lines 40-47):
public function createItem(image_path:String):void {
var new_carousel_item:CarouselItem = newCarouselItem(image_path);
new_carousel_item.visible = false;
new_carousel_item.position = all_items.length * ((Math.PI *2) / total_to_
display);
this.addChild(new_carousel_item);
all_items.push(new_carousel_item);
};
We make another commitment that, for there to be a single carousel
item, there must be a string that represents an image path. We instantiate
CarouselItem and immediately set its visibility to false because we don’t want
the user to see it on stage.
Introduced previously is the private property _position, which will now
represent the placement of its carousel item. Let’s analyse the calculation: all_
items.length is 0 the first time this function is called, but we can see on line 46
that we push our new carousel item into the all_items array. So the next time
this function gets called, all_items.length will be 1, and then 2, and so on.
We then multiply Math.PI by 2. Math.PI is a constant value equal to
approximately 3.14 and represents a ratio of the circumference of a circle
to its diameter. When trying to calculate the position of every item in
our carousel, we have to place them accordingly and we have to know
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Expert tip Adding filters
Each carousel item needs to be able to fancy itself up. Add drop shadows,
blur effects and anything else you can think of inside of CarouselItem.
as. There should be two functions for each effect: an enable function and
disable function. Remember, you have a position property that makes
your effects act differently based on the constant movement of a single
carousel item. I’ve commented out functions, addBlur() and removeBlur().
Feel free to uncomment the code block, and uncomment the addBlur call
inside of the setProperPosition() function within FlexibleCarousel.as.

Inside the private function event handler, loadNextAsset, a few lines stand
out in particular (lines 61-71):

Add some variety Man cannot live by generic soda cans alone, so we’ll add some
bottles by inserting a line in carousel_data.xml
what the total items are. Therefore, based on the number of items in
your carousel, we’ll calculate the first three iterations together:
0 * (pi * 2) / 5 = 0
1 * (pi * 2) / 5 = 1.2566370614359172
2 * (pi * 2) / 5 = 2.5132741228718345
We must multiply PI by 2, since core ActionScript 3.0 Math class methods
return the measure of an angle in terms of radians, not degrees. What
does all of this mean to us? In short, there are 2 PI radians in a circle, which
supply the overall degree measurement of a circle but in radians. This is how
_position plays a factor in carousel item placement. The fact that a circle is 360
degrees doesn’t help us here.

Sequential load process
We’ve instantiated all our CarouselItems, calculated their position and shoved
them into the all_items array. Now we’re ready to load our images using
public function loadImages() on line 49 of FlexibleCarousel.as. This function
is an accessor to private function loadImage(), which requires an index to
initiate the load. We pass item_load_count, which is set to 0 (lines 53-56):
private function loadImage(index:Number):void {
all_items[index].addEventListener(ImageLoadedEvent.COMPLETED, 
loadNextAsset);	
all_items[index].loadImage();
};
Here we add the listener for each instance of CarouselItem. Then we call the
function loadImage, which is public within the CarouselItem class.

Resources Sites with cool carousels

Enviga Merry-Go-Round
This website for Enviga’s Sparkling
Green Tea uses a three-item
carousel with an ultra-cool blur
effect to showcase the different
flavours. Clicking on one of the
drink cans causes an information
box to instantly pop up.
www.enviga.com/#Flavors
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Carousel in hand
The official home of Chicago
rapper Lupe Fiasco features a neat
carousel sub nav. As three shady
characters rotate around the palm
of Lupe’s giant hand, a mystic light
effect rises up to signal the clickto-action capability.
www.lupefiasco.com

item_load_count = item_load_count + 1;			
if (item_load_count < all_items.length) {
loadImage(item_load_count);
}
else {
setProperPosition();
showCarouselItems();
this.addEventListener(Event.ENTER_FRAME,moveCarouselHandler);
stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_MOVE, mouseMoveHandler);
}
After the first asset successfully loads, item_load_count is incremented by
1 to begin the image load for the next item, which should be all_items[1].
We check to see if item_load_count is less than the total number of items in
the array. If so, we repeat the cycle of loading an image. However, once item_
load_count is greater than the number of items in the stack, the else portion
of the code executes.
Our final key actions occur. 1) We properly place all our carousel items
based on the value stored in each object’s _position property. 2) We show
all our items by making visible true for all items in the all_items array. 3) We
add an event listener to constantly update the positioning and scaling of each
carousel item. 4) We add a listener to the stage for mouse movement.
The last two lines of code for discussion are (lines 84-85):
all_items[i].x = (Math.cos(all_items[i].position) * x_radius) + x_offset;
all_items[i].y = (Math.sin(all_items[i].position) * y_radius) + y_offset;

Trigonometry: run for the hills!
People generally see Math.cos and Math.sin and get worried, especially if
they’re less than three lines apart from each other. Here’s where we need to
actually use our calculated position. It’s important to remember we’re working
in radians, not degrees. We take the cosine and sine of our placement in the
carousel. All we’re really doing is taking our current position and figuring
out where it belongs in a circle based on a specified radius, and we do this
to get the correct angle from the centre to the outer edge of the circle.
Whenever the position property is updated for any CarouselItem, the angle is
recalculated. To fully understand why cosine and sine are being used, further
study should be done on how quadrants of a unit circle play a role.
The document class CarouselExample.as should be simple enough,
as implementation for this carousel in other projects really only requires
the understanding of FlexibleCarousel.as and CarouselItem.as. As a brief
overview, all that occurs in CarouselExample.as is the loading of the XML file
and the instantiation of FlexibleCarousel. Now use it, reuse it, and share! l
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